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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In August 2018, the government of
Australia concluded its review of the
national security risks of the telecom
sector with the new 5G networks. The
review provides new guidance to telecom
carriers, implicitly restricting Chinese
vendors.
It concludes that 5G changes how the
networks operate and increase the
potential security risks to the point
today’s safeguards are insufficient. The
government must therefore intervene, as

foreign powers may exploit these risks by
coercing vendors.
The current rise in national security
restrictions in the telecom sectors are
different from the typical run-of-themill economic protectionism as they
are imposed by countries that have no
domestic suppliers to protect.
Instead, the root of these measures is
fundamentally about distrust between
governments with conflicting geopolitical
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agendas, rather than just trustworthiness
of the vendors. The situation is not too
dissimilar to the US online services after
the NSA revelations in 2013.
In effect, future security screenings will
assess other governments – i.e. the ability
of a foreign state to exercise control over
its vendors, rather than assess the vendors
themselves. Some legal frameworks, such
as the US reforms of Cfius or the EU’s
proposed new FDI screening framework,
already point towards such directions.
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THE BACKGROUND

In august 2018, the government of Australia concluded its review of the national security
risks of the telecom sector with the new 5G networks. The review provides new guidance to
telecom carriers, implicitly restricting certain vendors from building the country’s future telecom
networks. The decision has an impact beyond Australia, and a number of jurisdictions that have
initiated similar reviews, formally or informally – including Canada, Japan, Korea, the UK and
several European countries.
The circumstances leading to the decision in Australia is by no means isolated there: The number
of reported cybersecurity incidents has spiked globally in recent years.1 On many of these
occasions, involvements of government-sponsored advanced persistent threat groups (APTs) has
been alleged, leading to indictments of serving officers from third countries as collusion with the
government.2 Indeed, the Australian decree points to the “involvement of vendors who are likely
to be subject to extrajudicial directions from a foreign government that conflict with Australian
law”.3
The calls for intervention coincide with perhaps the biggest technological shifts in the modern
information infrastructure: the deployment of the fifth generation (5G) networks, which will
digitalise unprecedented amount of corporate and government data. The potential dividend
of cyber espionage increases exponentially,4 which has prompted unprecedented government
action.
These developments break with the openness, inclusiveness and global competition of the rulebased free trade order.5 However, the fundamental change in the circumstances between then
and now is probably just one – the unavoidable emergence of China as a strategic power, and the
reactions this has incited from the rest of the world.
While China is militarily inferior to the United States, it has other means to pursue its national
interests. Its executive has a unique ability to redirect the resources in its economy, including
harnessing the technological prowess of its private sector. China increasingly projects global
influence by leveraging on the attractiveness of its domestic demand. Attempts to contain such
power, and to resist multipolar governance,6 has ushered the trading system into unilateral
actions and new frictions.
And Chinese industries are inarguably at the receiving end of such friction. On many occasions,
such reactions are often the same run-of-the-mill economic protectionism that other Asian
exporters had to face in the 1970s and 80s.
While the telecom equipment industry is not void of initiatives to protect the domestic
industries,7 the new restrictions on mobile infrastructure and 5G suppliers are imposed by
countries that have no domestic suppliers to protect. Economic protectionism or China-bashing
are incomplete answers to why these new restrictions are affecting 5G technology suppliers.
Australia’s decision has many underlying technical and legal arguments. It deems that 5G changes
the way the network operates compared to previous mobile generations. Also, technology vendors
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must follow the rules of the markets they operate but must also comply with orders to cooperate
with the intelligence agencies at home. Obviously these obligations could contradict. Chinese
vendors Huawei and ZTE may be singled out in today’s debate – but their situation is not too
dissimilar to the US online services after the NSA revelations in 2013.
This paper argues the cause to the situation is fundamentally about distrust – not necessarily
against certain vendors, but distrust between the governments of where tech firms originate and
where they operate. Governments with conflicting goals distrust each other and the methods
they deploy to achieve them – and such distrust, which is deeply rooted in core national interests,
can neither be attributed to nor overcome by the tech firms.
AUSTRALIA’S ASSESSMENT OF THE 5G SUPPLIERS

In August 2018, a press release by Senator Mitch Fifield, Australia’s Minister for Communications
and the Arts, expressed the view that telecommunications vendors “likely to be subject to
extrajudicial directions from a foreign government” may fail to “adequately protect a 5G network
from unauthorised access or interference”.8
Although the language of the declaration does not reference any country in particular, its implicit
ban of Chinese firms quickly drew criticism from China’s Ministry of Commerce, deploring
the impact it would have on relations between the two countries.9 Indeed, although Australia’s
cybersecurity assessment regime, overseen by the Australian Security Intelligence Organization
(ASIO), can yield recommendations, rather than prohibitions. In practice, Australian authorities
would follow any recommendations provided.
Furthermore, as the letter notes, part of Australia’s Telecommunications Sector Security Reform
(TSSR) includes a stricter screening mechanism, where any change to telecommunications
systems “likely to have a material adverse effect on their capacity to comply with their security
obligation” must be notified, so that the relevant authorities may provide direction. This means
that the clear guidance that the Australian government has provided carriers regarding “how
their new legal obligations apply to 5G networks”.10 is in practice a ban on procurement from
certain types of telecommunications vendors.
The assessment by ASIO – which likely formed the basis of Sen. Fifield’s letter – is particularly
significant, because it represents a precedence for western powers with strong economic ties to
China, putting their security concerns ahead of economic interests – including those of operators
like Vodafone, Optus and TPG who use Chinese vendors in their networks.11
There are principally important discussions that follow from Australia’s TSSR decision.
—— The first issue is whether the architecture of 5G actually changes how the networks
operate and increase the potential security risks, despite its many security features.
This is first and foremost a technical question, but a question which has a bearing on
which products the vendors may be allowed to supply.
—— The second issue on the review is about its form. The TSSR decision is not a hard law
that forbids certain vendors. Instead, TSSR introduces new measures that create new
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obliges for the Australian operators as well as for the government to intervene and
issue directions in some instances.
—— Third and finally, the decision highlights how some foreign powers may be able to
exploit this technical change through the involvement of vendors.
The consequences of these three points are now further examined in the coming sections.
FIRST ISSUE: NATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF 5G

To begin, TSSR immediately highlights how 5G changes the way the society uses, and
ultimately rely on mobile technology. The growing digitalisation of society has increased the
scope and potency of cyber espionage with increasing number of incidents already before
5G: The commercial value of the corporate information carried in a 5G network will increase
multifold compared to today,12 thanks to the Internet of Things (IoT) that will enable connected
manufacturing and production processes, increasing the economic risks at stake.
Australia’s decision is rooted in the risks from how the 5G architecture operates differently than
previous technologies. The wireless telecommunication network consists of several parts, and
whereof two parts are particularly relevant in a security assessment:
(1) the core network, which is the central element of the network connected to the
broader internet, and which is constituted of routers and switches delivering information
to sub-networks; and
(2) the radio access network (RAN), connecting individual devices to other parts of the
network and made up of radio antennas and base stations.
The theoretical basis of the security risks in the mobile networks is principally two. Firstly, if the
equipment in the core network has been tampered with (and backdoors have been installed in
the software), an outside entity could intercept all data and even install new software updates
allowing broader access. As this is still possible to do even after the systems have been verified and
passed a security screening, such a possibility would render today’s policy measures (like source
code disclosure and testing requirements) ineffective.
Secondly, backdoors can also be installed in specific RAN (i.e. mobile base stations deployed
in the field) on strategically placed locations, which allow data theft and interception from any
number of connected facilities. These kinds of attacks are hard to detect, as information could be
exfiltrated as normal user traffic, or embedded in other traffic. Attacks on RAN could also lead to
other national security threats, such as radio jamming, or allowing threat actors to repurpose the
base stations to redirect, modify, or duplicate traffic to a shadow network, while still appearing
to function normally.
As of date, Australia restricts some vendors – Chinese vendors – to supply equipment to the core
network under the 4G network. Tampering on the core network could cause more extensive
damage and allow broader data theft than in antennas and base stations. Restrictions on Chinese
vendors in Australia (as well as Canada, France, Italy) were on the more sensitive core networks
alone, while the excluded vendors were still allowed to supply antennas and base stations.
Australia’s decision on 5G vendors highlights about how the sensitive functionality of core
networks and RAN will overlap. The decision reads “5G is designed so that sensitive functions
currently performed in the physically and logically separated core will gradually move closer to
the edge of the network.” 13
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On the one hand, critics argue that industry standards of 3GPP clearly define the distinction
between RAN and core networks. On the other hand, Australian officials argue virtualisation
and shared software, making the distinction between the two parts less relevant for a national
security assessment. Also, connected devices – from industrial equipment to a smartphone – will
be connected to each other like a web, rather than just the network in a hub-and-spoke fashion,
making the distinction between RAN and core networks irrelevant from Australia’s national
security perspective.
In conclusion, the approach taken by Australia must boil down to an all-or-nothing approach:
Australia concludes it must either allow all vendors to bid for the entire 5G network, or to deem
them to be a risk from its all parts.
SECOND ISSUE: USING A SOFT LAW APPROACH

As evident from the Australia example, national security concerns have greatly affected the market
for telecom equipment even prior to the advent of 5G. Limitations on what certain vendors can
sell were also imposed in countries like China, Australia, Canada, France, Israel, Italy, Taiwan and
the US. In addition, A majority of the countries always maintained a certification or screening
scheme in some form.14
Such restrictions could be comprehensively applied, or just partially, which allowed the restricted
vendors to supply to a certain area. For instance, in the case of France, operators were permitted
to use Chinese vendors outside the administrative capital area of Paris.15 Restricted vendors
were still allowed to supply the radio access (RAN) networks (e.g. radios and antennas) in rest
of the country, but faced nationwide restrictions on mobile core networks where the sensitive
functionalities occur, such as access control, authentication, routing or billing.
Also, these restrictions could be implemented de jure through hard law, soft law (e.g. through
policy guidelines, informal administrative or party guidelines or case-by-case decisions) or
mixture thereof. For instance, in the US, the 2019 National Defense Authorization Act bans
Huawei and ZTE from China outright from being used in Federal networks,16 as well as the
Russian anti-virus software Kaspersky.17 However, de facto restrictions were already in place, at
least since the 2012 House Intelligence Committee report on these companies.18 Private market
sales (to US operators) and investments were deemed unrealistic since 2008 when Huawei
was ‘discouraged’ from acquiring the ailing device manufacturer 3Com before the Committee
on Foreign Investment in the United States (an interagency government committee with the
competence to block foreign investments) could intervene in 2008.19
These measures are reciprocated by China, whose scale of digital protectionism is unparalleled
in the world economy according to independent surveys.20 Since 2007, China’s Multi-level
Protection Scheme (MLPS) for government procurement has restricted the purchase of foreign
IT products within “critical information infrastructure” (CII) amongst Chinese telecom
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operators that are all state-owned enterprises (SOEs).21 Foreign IT products and investment
are restricted above level three, which is the level at which damage to the information system
would cause harm to national security. While China’s hard law restricts foreign vendors, its
state-owned operators have always purchased European equipment for both core and RAN
networks. However, a political incident 2013 limited the market shares of European suppliers
were artificially capped at 33% in 2013.22
In addition, the Cybersecurity Law (coming into force on 1 November 2018) foresee the rollout of
“secure and controllable” internet infrastructure, through screening of purchases, investments, or
supply chains; private firms can also be forced to surrender source codes and intellectual property.
The official Xinhua news agency reported that the new law (signed personally by President Xi
Jinping) would establish “mechanisms to censor items that have or may have an impact on
national security, including foreign investment, particular materials and key technologies”.23
These security measures do not only point to an extreme reticence to foreign participation in the
telecom sector. While there are cases of hard laws in the US, China and Taiwan, Hard laws do not
fit all constitutional structures, or present considerable legislative or diplomatic inconveniences
for most countries, including Australia, Canada, Japan or the European countries. Meanwhile,
a soft law approach based on pre-existing screening or authorisation mechanisms that often
already exist, and decisions like the TSSR review clarifies the criteria for approvals for issuing
approvals under 5G, and such decisions can be taken on a case by case basis as administrative or
commercial decisions.
Such legislative discretion inevitably leaves leeway for political discretion. Discretion in
turn always opens the door for politicisation. China’s soft law approaches where MLPS and
administrative requirements under the new Cyber Security Law clearly incentivise import
substitution policies. China already has two national policies – “Made in China 2025” and
National IT Development Strategy – aiming at decreases the country’s dependency on imports
and non-domestic innovations.24
However, even in the case of China, politicisation is not intense enough to ban foreign vendors
entirely. Also, as the French vendors (Alcatel-Lucent, which since left the market through a
merger) focused on fixed network equipment, China is the only country amongst the examples
that still has its own domestic production of 5G equipment to protect. Any politicisation has its
cause in non-commercial rationale, even in the case of China.25
THIRD ISSUE: GOVERNMENT COERCION AGAINST TECHNOLOGY VENDORS

The third question raised by Australia’s review concerns “extrajudicial directions” from a foreign
government, where firms can be coerced to cooperate with its intelligence activities.
Breaking into a well-protected telecom network and laying out the backdoors required to
grant persistent access and extract information can require years of preparation, planning, and
reconnaissance. Indeed, only well-resourced actors – such as national governments –are one of
the few institutions with the ability, expertise and resources to successfully perform such stealthy
operations, either by using their own resources, or by possibly coercing domestic technology
companies to cooperate, and there are two examples of such tie-ups.
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China is alleged to be the host country of several advanced persistent threat (APT) groups,26
some which operate with commercial companies that act as fronts.27 However, the US National
Security Agency (NSA) made use of commercial over-the-top (OTT) services to eavesdrop on
information and several NSA programs (including PRISM, BLARNEY and Xkeyscore) utilised
their access to US-owned social media, streaming and email services to collect intelligence.
Both China and the US have recently changed their intelligence laws, that warrant a closer
examination. The new National Intelligence Law of China sets a precedent by requiring its citizens
and businesses to collaborate with its security agencies (article 14) under punitive sanctions.28
This obligation includes the necessary methods to carry out intelligence work overseas “according
to the law” (article 10). In addition, the law gives Chinese intelligence agencies the power to read
or collect relevant files (article 16), using “communication tools” and organisations (article 17).
The law clearly provides the legal basis for Chinese intelligence agencies to compel Chinese
entities to support national intelligence-gathering activities under punitive sanctions.
The recent changes in US law reaffirm the broad powers of access to information held by US
entities abroad. For one, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) allows US intelligence
agencies to access personal data of foreigners either with or without a court order.29 Additionally,
the recent Clarifying Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD) Act allows law enforcement officials at
any level (from local police to federal agents) to compel US firms (albeit with certain safeguards)
to turn over the data of its own nationals regardless of where it is stored.30 Such a broad scope
has been an element of concern for countries trying to protect the privacy of their citizens and
commercial interests.
Several governments have both incentives and capability to engage in cyber espionage – and
other countries, including Vietnam and the UK have policies which require firms to surrender
company data upon request. These requests can go as far as requiring that technical changes
be made to software and systems, including the installation of backdoors to be used at their
discretion. However, such provisions are carefully confined within their own territories.31 Thus,
the US and China represent two unique cases where government coercion against private entities
have been codified into hard law – and with extraterritorial effect. While the US is the leading
global supplier of cloud services, China is where design, development and manufacturing of 5G
network equipment take place and is exported.
All governments spy – and they also enact cybersecurity or privacy laws to stop other governments
from spying. This circular behaviour merely shows that some governments are simply not in a
position to trust each other – and will not be for a foreseeable future. This distrust (which
is deeply rooted in geopolitics) renders the question whether some commercial vendors are
trustworthy completely irrelevant. It is simply not the conduct of the vendors that are under
assessment, but the actions of their host governments and the judiciary system that provide
oversight over them.

“APT” is a label used by cybersecurity experts to describe cyber espionage groups, which are typically statesponsored. For more on APT1 and APT3, please see Mandiant (2013), APT1, accessed at: https://www.fireeye.com/
content/dam/fireeye-www/services/pdfs/mandiant-apt1-report.pdf and Insikt Group (2017), Recorded Future
Research Concludes Chinese Ministry of State Security Behind APT3, Recorded Future, May 17, 2017, accessed at:
https://www.recordedfuture.com/chinese-mss-behind-apt3/.
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THE TRUST IN CHINESE VENDORS

Inevitably, the case of national security screening comes down to the standing of two Chinese
vendors, ZTE and Huawei. However, the TSSR decision builds on the assumption that some
technology firms can be coerced in their home jurisdictions. Meanwhile, another government,
the UK, has publicised details on Chinese vendors on whether this coercion actually takes place.
However, ZTE and Huawei are also two very different firms. ZTE, initially founded as Zhongxing
Semiconductor in 1985, later changing its name to Zhongxing New Telecommunications
Equipment and restructured as a private market operating SOE. It has gone through several
public stock offerings, listed on the Shenzhen stock exchange in 1997 and in Hong Kong in
December 2004. In April 2018, the UK cybersecurity watchdog, the National Cyber Security
Centre (NCSC), warned the country’s telecommunications sector against using equipment
or services provided by Chinese firm ZTE.32 In a letter, the NCSC’s technical director Ian
Levy warned that “the use of ZTE equipment or services within existing telecommunications
infrastructure would present a risk to UK national security that could not be mitigated effectively
or practicably”. In fact, backdoors have been found in ZTE devices.33
Furthermore, the letter went on to explain that “adding in new equipment and services from
another Chinese supplier would render [the NCSC’s] existing mitigations ineffective.” The
“another Chinese supplier” is in this case is Huawei, which (unlike ZTE) already supplies a
significant amount of equipment to the UK network.
While ZTE is a self-admitted SOE, Huawei’s ownership is never detailed in public, beyond its
status as a wholly employee-owned entity. China subjects most sectors to market forces, which
means that a private enterprise like Huawei can prevail over less commercially successful SOEs
like ZTE or Shanghai Bell in domestic markets and are allowed to emerge as the state’s national
champion.34
The UK market is also open to Huawei, but under the condition that its products undergo
testing in the UK’s Huawei Cyber Security Evaluation Centre (HCSEC), which was specifically
established for them in 2010.35 There is also much ado over Huawei’s founder Ren Zhenghfei’s
background in the People’s Liberalisation Army. However, in 1982 (when Ren was discharged
from the army), the PLA had 5 million employees in various business enterprises in relatively
mundane civilian businesses like textile mills, printing or hotels, that accounted for up to 8% of
China’s GDP.36
Such criticism brings little to the discussion. To use an analogy, millions of men and women
served as conscripts in European military services (including one of the authors of this report)
without incriminating their future employers. Such senseless accusations have allowed the
Chinese government to deflect any criticism as West’s ignorance about its economy. Moreover,
it diverted the debate away from more serious questions on how governments take an active role
in overseeing the operations of technology companies.37
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Although UKNCSC letter makes no reference to Huawei, it points to the findings of 2018
NCSC Annual report, which likely to form the base of its opinion.38 For one, the report
mentions problems relating to binary equivalence, a requirement stipulating that all equipment
screened by the HCSEC must have repeatable builds, and therefore be identical to those sold
on the market and integrated within the networks of the commercial operators. The NCSC’s
claim in plain speak means the software tested does not match the software used in the network,
In addition, Huawei’s management of third-party components, wherein the NCSC found that
software critical to security used in a variety of products “was not subject to sufficient control.”39
In some instances, Huawei’s long-term support of certain third party software was deemed to be
insufficient, given the third parties in question are scheduled to stop providing security patches
for the software in question by 2020, leaving potential backdoors unaddressed.
Based on these findings, the report goes on to state that “technical issues [...] identified in Huawei’s
engineering” constitute “new risks in the UK telecommunications networks.” As a result, the
NCSC is less confident that the HCSEC “can provide long-term technical assurance of sufficient
scope and quality around Huawei in the UK”, especially given the infrastructural changes that
5G will soon bring to UK networks. In this respect, the HCSEC report and the NCSC letter
point to a shift towards a stricter approach to cybersecurity and investment screening.
The UK government also states that a similar screening that it conducts on Huawei products and
services be ineffective with regards to ZTE – confirming the Chinse vendors are very different
entities, of different origins, with different degree of internationalisation. Therefore, they have
different level of willingness to cooperate with the authorities. Nonetheless, the bottom line of
the Australian TSSR decision is how both operate under the same laws and obligations under
Chinese law.
CONCLUSIONS

In every respect, the 5G deployment is culminating to a “Snowden” moment for China: A
number of governments are unleashing policy responses against China over what they perceive
as a lack of assurances that extraterritorial intelligence activities will not be taking place on their
territory by coercing technology companies.
What was evident for online services in the NSA revelations in 2013 – and for 5G equipment
now – is how the credibility of commercial vendors is not just a function of their behaviour, but
a matter of their legal obligation at home to cooperate with their home governments.
The decision by the Australian government is builds on the analysis that the launch of 5G
fundamentally changes the architecture, which renders distinctions between core networks and
RAN (and today’s security safeguards), quite obsolete. Moreover, 5G changes how the networks
are used, with large-scale and critical machine communication that contain more corporate
information, trade secrets and critical applications. 5G will be critical to government function
and corporations, as well as individuals and the society as a whole.
As Australia, or any of the countries currently deciding to restrict Chinese vendors, manufacture
any 5G equipment, the case is something far more ominous than the usual protectionism. These
countries have no domestic producers to protect.
The tensions have more existential causes, as the old “West” seeks to maintain status quo, while
China seeks to revise that order. Also, China has much less conventional strategic resources
at its disposal than the US and is likely to make use of “unconventional” resources. Such
instrumentation includes cyber warfare or its ability to redirect the economic resources in a
dirigiste system.

Huawei Cyber Security Evaluation Centre Oversight Board (2018), Annual Report, accessed at: https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/727415/20180717_HCSEC_
Oversight_Board_Report_2018_-_FINAL.pdf.
39
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38
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It bears reminding that this distrust is reciprocal: China also perceives its risks in network
security to be of such magnitude that they justify the most safeguards in the world. Rather than
a risk-based or case-by-case approach to network security, China carves out the broadest possible
safety margins in its procurement laws. Central policies in China are often black and white,
with positive lists that names explicitly a few permitted firms, as more subjective and risk-based
criteria may not be uniformly applied throughout all the provinces or branches of government.
In other words, today’s tensions will remain. As a result, technology vendors will never be able to
present convincing evidence of their innocence. Neither will governments present any “smoking
gun” evidence of state espionage, as it might immediately turn a cold war into a hot one.
As a consequence, national security screenings and restrictions will remain in force by all parties
of both East and West – and be expanded further. In the coming years, not just the products but
a vendor’s relationship with other governments (through ownership and other legal or political
obligations) is inevitably going to be scrutinised. In effect, future security screenings will assess
other governments – i.e. the ability of a foreign state to exercise control over its vendors, rather
than assess the vendors themselves.
Such philosophy is also integrated into some legal frameworks, such as the US reforms of Cfius,40
or the EU’s proposed new FDI screening framework.41 The EU Best Practice on sanctions
names a variety of practices as indicators of state control, including vulnerability to coercion
due to a financial dependency from state funding or subsidies.42 Governments will routinely
check vendors for legal obligations to foreign governments, or their ability to maintain the
confidentiality of communications in their networks.
With the view of such developments in Australia, Europe and Asia, it only the government that
could assist its private market players from avoid being locked out from foreign markets. This is
particularly true for China on the 5G market. Reforming the national intelligence law will be
a first step to change the perceptions about Chinese businesses, as well as the Chinese market
governance model, in the West.

US Treasury (2013), Federal Register, 73(236), December 8, 2008, accessed at: https://www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/international/foreign-investment/Documents/CFIUSGuidance.pdf.
41
European Commission (2017), Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council
Establishing a Framework for Screening of Foreign Direct Investments into the European Union, accessed at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2017:487:FIN.
42
European Council (2015), Restrictive Measures, Foreign Relations Counsellors Working Party, accessed at: http://
data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-10254-2015-INIT/en/pdf.
40
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